deduced EFG was explained as the sum of the contributions from the relativistic effect and the magnetoelastic strain. The interplane distance of easy (111) planes was suggested to extend compared with the intraplane distance.
Europium has two stable isotopes. ' "EU and l K 3~u , of nearly equal abundance and of nuclear spin I = 512. The ground state of the E U +~ ion (4f7) is '~7~2 , which is spherically symmetrical and should exhibit no quadrupole interaction. However, the l S 3~u NMR spectrum of EuX (X = 0 , S, Se) has exhibited the splitting due to this interaction in the ferromagnetic states in applied magnetic fields [l-31 despite that EuX has a cubic crystal structure of the NaC1-type. The observed splitting has been attributed to the two sources, one from polarizations whhin closed shells of the Eu atom itself and another from magnetoelastic crystal distortion. The former originates from the relativistic contribution to the quadrupole interaction, and arises from the admixture of the excited 6~7 / 2 and 6~7 / 2 states into the '~7~2 ground state [4] . Thus it should be sample independent. On the other hand, the latter which arises from magnetoelastic distortion should depend on samples, and its contribution to the quadrupole interaction has been found to be comparable to that from the relativistic source in EuO [I] .
The fourth europium chalcogenide, EuTe, is an antiferromagnet whose magnetic order is of the type 11, with the Nee1 temperature TN = 9.6 K ; the spins within a given (111) plane are parallel and the spins on neighboring (111) planes are antiparallel [5, 61 ; the magnetic anisotropy within the easy-plane is small [7, 81. In such an antiferromagnet, the magnetoelastic strain would be different from that of ferromagnets in magnitude and in direction with respect to the magnetic moment of atoms. We measured the ' "EU and 1 5 3~~ NMR spectra of EuTe by the cw method with a frequency swept marginal oscillator in external magnetic fields up to 21 kOe below 4.2 K. The sample used was a single-crystal sphere of 2 mm diameter which was grown from the melt. Figure 1 shows a recorder trace of the l S 1~u spectrum in magnetic fields of 1.5 and 9 kOe at 1.3 K in the field direction [loo] . In a low field, as shown in figure 1 , the spectrum consists of a sharp line and a broad line, which is characteristic of the easy-plane type antiferromagnet EuTe [8] . In a low field region, with increasing field, the frequency and the intensity of the low-frequency line increased rapidly, whereas the frequency of the high-frequency line changed very little and the intensity decreased, resulting in a complicated spectrum. Above about 6 kOe, the spectrum consisted of a single line as shown in figure 1 and the lineshape varied no longer.
On the other hand, as shown in figure 2, the l S 3~u spectrum at 10 kOe exhibited splittings. For [loo], the spectrum consists of five lines attributable to the quadrupole interaction and is nearly symmetrical, but for other directions the spectrum is complicated. Since there are four equivalent (111) directions with which magnetic order is associated, the antiferromagnetic state is characterized by the existence of the so-called T domains. The domains are equivalent with respect to the field direction [loo], but they are nonequivalent with respect to [I101 and [Ill] . From this reason, the symmetry of the spectrum will be lost except for [loo] . Even for [loo], the existence of four different kinds of T domains would produce complicated internal strain which causes the distribution of the electric field gradient (EFG) at nuclei. It turns out that the outer lines of the spectrum would be broadened as observed. the largest EFG component, and 77 the asymmetry parameter. Because Q1" is much smaller than [9] , the quadrupole splitting in the 1 5 1~~ spectrum could not be observed. Previous ENDOR experiments on E U~+ in CaF2 [9] provides e 2 q~1 5 3
The magnitude is in agreement with the result of the recent 1 6 3~~ NMR on E U~+ in SrTe containing 1 % Eu [lo] . This value is attributed to the relativistic effect described above, and we denote q by q,,~. In this case the principal Z axis of EFG is parallel to the Eu moments. K n antiferromagnetic EuTe, the magnetoelastic strain would be nearly symmetrical about the direction perpendicular to the (111) plane in which the spins lie, and gives rise to an additional EFG with the same symmetry. This together with the relativistic part of the EFG produces a resultant EFG at nuclei. The principal Z axes of these two tensors of EFG are perpendicular to each other. When we denote the principal value of EFG from the magnetoelastic strain by q,, we finally obtain for EuTe from equation (1) From the present result of Av, together with e2qr,l Q '~~ / h = -2.0 MHz, we obtain e2q,~153 / h = - This is positive. Previously Callen and de Moura discussed the stability of magnetic phases in EuSe [12] . They proposed that the neighboring (111) planes of antiparallel spins diverge as a result of the differential dependence of the two exchange constants on the interplane distance. The present result is in qualitative agreement with this proposition.
